The Official DSA Guide to Driving - the essential skills
Author: Driving Standards Agency (DSA)
Publisher: TSO (The Stationery Office)

This latest edition is the only official industry-standard driving manual from DSA, the Driving Standards Agency. There is no other comparable, comprehensive, official product available on the market. It is ideal for all drivers - whether learner, experienced or instructor - to help them learn and maintain safe driving skills and improve their driving technique. Updated to compliment the content in the new edition of The Official Highway Code.

Industry Reviews:

"The layout of the book is effectively simple, the organisation logical, and the text as lucid as ever." (Driving Instructor Magazine, November 2007)

"It remains the most reliable source of reference for all drivers, learners, qualified or professional. Well illustrated and written in a clear and simple style, this is an ideal in-car reference book for ADIs and driver trainers. If you are an ADI and don't have a copy - shame on you." (ADI News Magazine, January 2008)

"An accepted bible of driving technique to its faithful apostles." (Driving Magazine, April 2008)
The Official DSA Theory Test for Car Drivers and The Official Highway Code

Author: Driving Standards Agency (DSA)
Publisher: TSO (The Stationery Office)

The No.1 best-selling theory test book, which is essential reading for learner car drivers. This is the only official book that includes the entire bank of car theory test questions and also gives the full Driving Standards Agency (DSA) explanation of the answers. It is written by DSA, the people who set the tests.

The book is valid for theory tests taken from 3 September 2007. It also includes The Official Highway Code 2007 Edition that gives the most up-to-date advice on road safety and the rules of the road.

Key features:

- Features updated car drivers' theory test question-bank valid from 3 September 2007.
- Questions, answers and the full official DSA explanation of all answers appear on the same page for ease of reference.
- Approved by the Plain English Campaign.
- Features competition to Win a Car.
- Supersedes ISBN (10) 0115527494 / (13) 9780115527494.
Official Theory Test for ADIs

Split into the four test bands: 1. Road Procedure, 2. Traffic Signs and Signals, Car Control, Pedestrians and Mechanical Knowledge, 3. Driving Test, Disabilities and the Law & 4. Publications and Instructional Knowledge, this booklet lists all the current questions and answers for the ADI Part 1 Theory test with the official explanations. Useful for dipping in to during a training course and before taking your Part 1 Test.

Published by: The Driving Standards Agency.
The Official Highway Code 2007 Edition

Author: Department for Transport (DfT) - Driving Standards Agency (DSA)
Publisher: TSO (The Stationery Office)

Essential reading for all road-users in England, Scotland and Wales. This updated edition of the only official Highway Code contains the very latest rules of the road. Many of these rules are legal requirements and must be adhered to in order to avoid penalty - fines, penalty points, disqualification or even prison. All road users need to be aware of the new rules. The rules also include a reference to the legislation that creates the offence. The Official Highway Code reflects the most up-to-date legislation that road-users must adhere to, advice on road safety, and best practice.

The Official Highway Code - for life, not just for learners.

For over 75 years The Highway Code has been the official guide to using the roads safely and legally. It has contributed enormously to road safety and reliable road transport. However, every day, on average around nine people are killed and around 80 are seriously injured in road collisions. So it is as important as ever that all road users, including drivers, motorcyclists, cyclists, horse riders and pedestrians, should update their knowledge of The Highway Code.

The new edition (last major revision 1999) includes:

- 29 more rules than before.
- A new section on rules for users of powered wheelchairs and powered scooters.
- A Safety Code for New Drivers, giving advice to help newly qualified drivers get through the first twelve months after passing the driving test, when they are most vulnerable, as safely as possible.
- New legislation that has been introduced on subjects such as vehicle emissions and smoking in vehicles that are workplaces.
- New stopping/directing powers that have been given to VOSA Officers and Highways Agency Traffic Officers.
- New road initiatives of which people might not be aware (High occupancy vehicle lanes, Home Zones and Quiet Lanes, Active Traffic Management Schemes).
- More emphasis has been placed throughout the Code with regard to courtesy, attitude, awareness, and consideration of other road users, particularly those more vulnerable.
- Elsewhere in the code, existing advice has been increased, rewritten or enhanced to make things much clearer for all road users on how they should act or react in a variety of situations.

Much of the advice in The Highway Code has changed and evolved over time by necessity. The basic advice in a Highway Code of 30 years ago may not be applicable today, given increased traffic volumes; larger, faster vehicles; more complex road layouts; updated/new road signage and markings; and many other factors.

All road users have a responsibility to ensure their knowledge is updated, in order to adjust their awareness and actions appropriately, for the benefit of others and for their own safety. As it says in the introduction to the Code 'Cutting the number of deaths and injuries that occur on our roads every day is a responsibility we all share'.

Industry Reviews:

"No serious driver should be without a copy (of The Official Highway Code) in their glovebox." (Driving Magazine, February 2008)
Know Your Traffic Signs

Author: Department for Transport
Publisher: TSO (The Stationery Office)

A new fully updated guide to traffic signs (last edition published 1995). This handy reference title illustrates and explains the vast majority of traffic signs that a road user is likely to encounter.

A thorough knowledge of all traffic signs is essential for all road users, not just new drivers or riders, making this the ideal companion to ensure your knowledge is up-to-date. Although The Official Highway Code contains most of the commonly used road signs which are prescribed by the Traffic Signs Regulations, it does not give a comprehensive explanation of our signing system. This is therefore a perfect complementary title to The Official Highway Code.

Key features:

- Last edition published 1995
- Handy reference guide
- Illustrates and explains the vast majority of traffic signs
- The perfect companion to The Official Highway Code
- Suitable for all road users not just learner/new riders and drivers

Industry Reviews:

“A book which no driver, and certainly no self-respecting ADI, should be without. Now in a handy slimmer Highway Code size for glove compartment or door pocket storage, this, the 5th edition, has been updated with a whole range of new signs and markings, some of which I have yet to come across. Don’t get caught out by your pupils – buy it now.” (ADI News Magazine, January 2008)
The Driving Instructor's Handbook 15th Edition

John Miller, Margaret Stacey
ISBN: 9780749450380
Published date: October 2007
Paperback
Publisher: Kogan Page Ltd

The Driving Instructor's Handbook offers comprehensive guidance on the role of the driving instructor, the exam, the car, driver training, the responsibilities of the driver and the learner driving test.

The Driving Instructor's Handbook is widely recognized in the driver training industry as the authoritative reference guide for trainee instructors. It covers every aspect of the profession from: the role and the characteristics needed to do the job well; preparation for the three ADI examination requirements (Theory and hazard perception, Driving ability and Instructional ability); the driving test; business skills and customer care; through to driving larger vehicles.

This, the fifteenth edition, has been fully updated to include sections on fleet driver training, the LGV register, CPC for lorry drivers and information about the Road Safety Act.

This best-selling handbook is also valuable reading for experienced instructors. You will be able to update your knowledge and business style so that your methods are comparable to newly qualified competitors.

REVIEWS :

“This book could perhaps be described as the ‘bible’ for our industry...It doesn’t matter if you are just starting out on the rocky road to becoming a driving instructor, or whether you have been driving this road for ten years or more, you should have an up-to-date copy of this book.”
ADI News

“An up-to-date copy of The Driving Instructor’s Handbook is as essential for a fully qualified instructor as it is for those seeking to pass the ADI qualifying examinations.”
John Lepine, MBE, General Manager, The Motor Schools Association

“Covers everything an aspiring instructor needs to know.”
Driving School News
Written for both existing and trainee driving instructors, *Practical Teaching Skills for Driving Instructors* shows readers how to develop and improve the ability to teach driving as a lifetime skill.

A companion to the popular best-seller *The Driving Instructor’s Handbook*, *Practical Teaching Skills for Driving Instructors* has been thoroughly revised to include everything a trainee or qualified instructor needs to ensure effective results. This revised edition looks deeper into the reasons why people learn to drive and the motivation involved in seeing it through, from early stage lessons to the final practical test. It provides detailed information on the DSA standards of communication skills for instructors and examines the concept of driving examiners as coaches.

For every conscientious instructor keen to communicate well with his or her pupils, this essential book provides all the necessary practical advice and guidance.

Endorsed and recommended by: Driving Standards Agency

**BOOK DETAILS:**
**CONTENTS INCLUDE:**

1. Learning to drive
2. Communication skills
3. Lesson structure and content
4. Structured driver training
5. The ADI exams
6. The ADI Check Test
7. Continuing professional development
ADI Starter Pack

Published by The Driving Standards Agency

Containing advice for those thinking of applying to become an Approved Driving Instructor (ADI) this pack is essential reading before signing up for any training course. It provides important information about the ADI register, the qualifying exams and the role of ADIs and examiners after registration.

The pack contains the booklet ‘Your Road To Becoming an Approved Driving Instructor’, the Official Register of Driving Instructor Training Establishments (ORDIT), your application Form (ADI 3), change of address card (ADI 43), and DL25 Sample Driving Test Report form.
The Car Book
The essential guide to buying, owning, enjoying and maintaining a car
By: Steve Rendle
Published by Haynes
Hardback, 270 x 210mm, 176 pages, 300 colour illustrations
ISBN: 9781844253111

This extensively illustrated book provides a comprehensive guide to buying and maintaining a car. For the PDI it provides a valuable resource of information for the Part 1 exam in a straightforward, friendly, down-to-earth style. Owning a car is a ticket to independence and freedom for learner drivers, but the prospect of owning a car for the first time can appear daunting. This book provides an essential source of information to help instructors’ advise their pupils of the right steps to take in buying their first car.


**Instructional Techniques and Practice for Driving Instructors** Revised 2nd Edition

Author: Les Walklin
296 Pages.
Published by Nelson Thornes

Approved by the Driving Standards Agency as a recommended text for people seeking ADI qualifications, it covers all performance criteria and standards needed to pass the instructional aspects of ADI qualifying examination Part One written test. It is also essential reading when preparing for the Part Three test of ability to instruct. New illustrations and practical examples have been included while the familiar sequence has been retained.

Readers will be able to make immediate use of the content that is also readily transferable to education and training at any level. The book may be read from cover to cover, or used for spot reference and it can be dipped into whenever information relating to a particular topic is required.

**Additional Information:**

- To guide vocational instructors who are concerned with training others.
- To help readers qualify as Approved Driving Instructors (ADIs), PCV and PGV Driving Instructors.
- To support candidates for the Diploma in Driving Instruction and other driving instructors' courses
Roadcraft has been fully revised and redesigned to include current best practice in police driving and learning design. It incorporates the best parts of the older editions with the latest knowledge in this rapidly developing field. Roadcraft has been prepared in close consultation with a working group of senior police driving instructors and other police and civilian advance driver training experts. An excellent book for those interested in furthering their driving skills and teaching advanced driving.
Driving Test Success ALL TESTS Deluxe 2008 Edition

10 ESSENTIAL LEARNING TOOLS

Pass your driving test first time with the UK’s No.1*

Buy with confidence

Driving Test Success has been the best selling driving test software brand since 1997, helping over 1 million people to pass their test. As recommended by driving schools nationwide, Driving Test Success will help you pass your test – or your money back†!

THEORY TEST - NEW
Gain the knowledge you need to answer EVERY OFFICIAL DSA Theory Test question, valid for tests taken from September 3rd 2007 onwards. This comprehensive and easy-to-use software is designed to bring you success on the big day – or your money back‡

HAZARD PERCEPTION TEST

Prepare yourself with over 300 Hazard Perception video clips that accurately simulate the test, including the 10 OFFICIAL DSA sample clips and test introduction video. Learn how to recognise potential dangers on our roads and practice your skills in a wide variety of different hazard situations, to help you gain confidence and experience in dealing with everyday events on the road.

PRACTICAL TEST

A complete revision aid with over 60 video lessons, OFFICIAL DSA Show Me, Tell Me questions and a full mock driving test. Revise and refresh the essential driving skills taught to you by your Approved Driving Instructor before and after lessons.

LEARN ON THE GO - NEW

Download OFFICIAL DSA Theory Test audio questions and answers onto your iPod® or other portable media player. Whether you’re on the bus, the train or the beach, now you can practice any time, anywhere using your:

- iPod®
- MP3 Player
- Sony PSP™
- Mobile Phone †
- CD Player †
- Nintendo® DS™ ‡

All product names, trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
1. THEORY TEST

- NEW - Contains the entire OFFICIAL DSA Theory Test Question Bank for all tests taken from the 3rd September 2007 onwards.
- Suitable for learner car drivers and motorcyclists.
- NEW - Designed to work with 35 or 50 questions ready for the new Theory Test.
- NEW - Introductory video about the Theory Test.
- Practice a mock exam focusing on your weakest questions.
- Over 20 pre-defined mock tests.
- Detailed Hints and Tips and Progress Monitor
- Customise your questions from 17 OFFICIAL DSA categories.
- Sit unlimited mock tests.
- Printable exam papers to revise away from the computer.
- Contains the OFFICIAL DSA Theory Test Question Bank for ADI’s.

2. HAZARD PERCEPTION TEST

- NEW - Now contains over 300 Hazard Perception video clips for you to practice as many times as you like.
- NEW - Over 200 HP clips shot from outside the car just like in the real test.
- NEW - 70 bonus HP clips shot from inside the car to prepare you for actual driving with real life distractions.
- Includes the OFFICIAL DSA Hazard Perception introduction video clip and practice video clips.
- Introductory video about the Hazard Perception Test – how it’s conducted, what to expect and how to best prepare.
- NEW - 15 carefully designed pre-set mock tests Sit unlimited mock Hazard Perception Tests.
- Ability to review each clip.
- Detailed progress monitor.

3. PRACTICAL TEST

- Revise over 60 video lessons.
- Learn key driving techniques from experienced Approved Driving Instructors.
- Revise essential manoeuvres that you may be asked to perform in your in your Practical Driving Test.
- Covers motorway driving and poor weather conditions.

4. THE HIGHWAY CODE

- View, print and search the latest digital version of The Highway Code.
- View essential information from the Highway Code for each Theory Test question.

5. SHOW ME, TELL ME

- Contains the 13 OFFICIAL DSA questions.
- Contains every possible question combination that your examiner may ask you in your exam.
- 16 step-by-step video tutorials for the Practical Driving Test.

6. MOCK DRIVING TEST

- Watch a full length mock Practical Driving Test to help you understand what to expect on the big day!
- Filmed under supervision of an experienced Approved Driving Instructor.
- Watch as the examiner provides a full debrief with detailed explanations after the driving test.
7. ROAD SIGNS TEST
- Test your knowledge of every road sign that you may come across in your Theory Test.
- Hints and Tips for each question to help you remember the correct answer.

8. LEARN ON THE GO
- NEW - Practice OFFICIAL DSA Theory Test questions and answers any time, anywhere using your iPod® or other portable media player.
- NEW - Simply select the question set and transfer direct to your portable media player.
- Includes Professional Voiceover.

9. THEORY TEST BOOK
- Printable Theory Test book to revise away from the computer.
- Contains every question from the NEW DSA Theory Test question bank.

10. ADVICE CENTRE
- Essential information about all three tests and how to ensure you pass first time.
- Helps to build the confidence of learners by providing vital information on some of the most popular questions learners have before taking their tests.

EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL OFFERS
- Discount vouchers worth over £300 from leading companies!
- Low cost car insurance from Endsleigh for new drivers

Also includes Driving Test Success ROAD SIGNS PC CD-ROM

Learn how to recognise and understand over 500 UK road signs and markings. Essential for safe driving, and recommended for anyone attempting their Theory, Hazard Perception and Practical Driving Tests

Plus MAGNETIC L PLATES

These high quality learner plates come with magnetic strips for maximum adhesion and minimum fuss, and comply with Department of Transport regulations.

*(Source: ChartTrack 2007). † Pass guarantee applies to Theory Test only. Terms and conditions apply, see reverse of DVD inlay for details. ‡ Mobile phone: Must be MP3 compatible with PC connectivity. Audio CD: Requires CD-RW drive and MP3-to-audio burning software. Nintendo® DS™: Requires Nintendo MP3 Player, SD memory card and holder.

System Requirements
- PC Operating System: Windows® 2000 / XP / Vista
- PC CPU Type and Speed: Pentium® III 800 MHz or equivalent
- Hard Drive Space (MB): 620MB
- Memory: 256MB
• Graphics: Any 100% DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card (1024x768, 24 bit colour)
• CD/DVD-ROM Speed: 2x or faster
• Audio: Any 100% DirectX 9.0c sound card
• Printer: Required for printing vouchers
• Multiplayer: NA
• Internet: Required for downloading updates and accessing money off vouchers/insurance offer
• Extra Info: This DVD contains copy protection